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C.5.d Graphics Interface.

We have invested a great deal of time and effort in the interface to CONGEN
(and GENCA) with the lowest common denominator terminal, a teletype!, in mind. This
proved to be a wise decision because many collaborators have only teletypes, or
teletype-like hard copy terminals with which to access our programs. However, many
structure drawings suffer in teletype form. Some can simply not be laid out within
the confines of the teletype grid. In addition, the interface lacks characteristics
enjoyed by most chemists, namely the capability actually to draw structural
information. Elegant graphics interfaces have been produced for other systems,
including Corey☂s [89] and Wipke☂s [98] organic synthesis programs, and the NIH
Prophet system. In fact, OCONGEN offers capabilities for structure output to a
variety of graphics terminals, taking advantage of NIH☂s Omnigraph package. Two
things are clear from this experience. Few potential users can afford currently
available terminals, such as the GI-49 series, even though graphical input and
output would add considerably to the perceived utility of our programs. It would be
out of the question to produce a useful graphics package for a wide variety of
terminals, most of which will soon be obsolete.

Yet, we can hardly emphasize three-dimensional aspects of molecular
structure and not☂ provide capabilities for visualizing the resulting
representations. At Stanford we can utilize the GT-4@ purchased under the current
grant for some of our work. We do not, however, wish to put a great deal of time and
effort into interfaces for that terminal. It is nearly obsolete and compatible,
newer versions are simply too expensive for mot research groups. We have requested
funds to purchase one new graphics terminal in each of the first two years of the
proposed grant. The terminal market is changing rapidly with plasma displays,
storage displays, and raster displays, potential alternatives to the refresh
displays such as the the GI-4@. We will seek to purchase a display which is likely
to become widely available at relatively low cost and invest our programming in that
display.
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D SIGNIFICANCE

There are several aspects of our proposed research which we feel are novel
and especially significant including not only specific computer programs but also
the methods by which they are shared.

One significant aspect of the proposed work, and a primary novelty, lies in
the comprehensive computer treatment of both topological and stereochemical aspects
of molecular structures in methods toasSist Scientists in elucidation of important
biomolecular structures. By developing these method to include stereochemistry, we
will have extended our approaches to computer-assisted structure elucidation to
cover the key missing link of determining the actual spatial relationships of atoms
in a Structure rather than their mere connectivity. Our proposed methods for data
interpretation and prediction applied to data collected on unknown structures offer
several new treatments of topological representations of structure; the proposed
stereochemical efforts, however, are certainly novel because no other similar system
for structure elucidation utilizes stereochemistry in comprehensive form. The
efforts are also necessary given the strong dependence of spectral properties on
molecular configuration and conformation.

The proposed generator of conformers will be a novel solution to a long-
standing problem in structural chemistry. Successful completion of a general
constrained generator of conformation will be an important result in itself.
However, its applications both to candidates for an unknown structure and to studies
of conformations of (topologically) known structures will be a more important and
novel result. In addition to the proposed collaborative efforts, we foresee several
applications to problems relating structure to observed properties, including
structure/biological activity relationships. We have not proposed such studies
ourselves, but will collaborate with others who can make use of our results, under
the resource sharing aspects of our proposal. The investment of resources into
developing this program will be repaid many times over by increasing the versatility
of CONGEN (as a tool for structure elucidation) and its scope of potential
biomedical applications (by providing a link to existing methods based on atomic
coordinates),

The GENOA program development, culminating in the SASES system, represents a
general, and novel approach, to construction of structures with overlapping
substructures, eventually constrained not only by topological but also by
stereochemical constraints. These programs will be novel in:

a their modularity, so that they can be used alone or in concert with
related programs, of our group or of our collaborators, via shared files of
data,

b their comprehensive treatment of stereochemistry,

c the close invovlement of the scientist in the problem solving processes
of the programs.

The last point perhaps deserves some more emphasis. The most interesting novel
result of the proposed work lies in the use to which a well-designed system can be
put in the hands of a well-trained chemist. The synergism of man and machine can be
a powerful problem solving combination. The structure manipulations embodied in the
SASES system represent a "dry" laboratory of functions for manipulating structures
and associated data. Many aspects of structural chemistry besides the central task
of structure elucidation can be studied utilizing component parts of SASES. In this
way, complex questions can be posed and answered on the computer, before execution
of actual laboratory experiments.
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We feel that these features of our proposed research offer scientists
capabilities for solving structures more accurately (in the sense of ensuring that
all plausible alternatives have been considered) and in less time. In an era where
detection and identification of trace-level organic compounds in environmental and
biological milieus is of critical importance, new capabilities such as we propose
can be of tremendous value.

We feel that the interest shown by structural chemists in our work,
especially the CONGEN program, is already significant. We can point to the
workshops, to persons requesting access to the programs at Stanford and to persons
interested in the exportable version of CONGEN (see Section F, Collaborative
Arrangements, and the Annual Report, ☁Appendix I). However, we have been unable to
meet the needs of many of the persons requesting access for the simple reason that
methods of access have been limited. Some structural chemists and biochemists,
because of personal preference or industrial secrecy, to name only two possible
reasons, desire programs in their own laboratories on their own computers.
Limitations in laboratory computers and CONGEN☂s currently limited exportability
make export non-trivial. Those who access programs at SUMEX must compete with
dozens of other persons for access to the machine and therefore obtain poor
interactive service during normal working hours. One significant aspect of our
proposal is to promote resource sharing in such a way (the dedicated computer) that
export becomes simpler by utilizing exportable languages and more commonly available
(and less expensive) computers, while at the same time providing a networked
computer environment which greatly facilitates remote access and provides good
interaction for those who do not have access to suitable computers in their own
institutions,
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This research will be carried out in our well-equipped laboratories in the
Department of Chemistry and on the existing SUMEX-AIM computer resource at Stanford,
supplemented by the dedicated machine requested in this proposal. We are able to
support the proposed work within existing space allocations. Our primary equipment
needs, besides the computer, are terminals. We have three character-oriented CRT
display terminals, a Tektronix 4912 storage terminal and a GI-48 graphics terminal,
plus access to various hard copy terminals when required. The additional terminals
requested in the first two years of our grant will provide the required support for
visualization of three-dimensional representations of molecular structure, currently
possible in very limited ways with the existing Tektronix 4912 and GI-4@ display
terminals.

E FACILITIES AVAILABLE.

The SUMEX computer facilities, which will provide the support for the
majority of our development efforts, are shown in Figure 11. This system has a
complete complement of peripheral devices to support our needs and to interface with
the dedicated system we propose. The system also provides extensive software
support which is more than adequate for our proposed program developments, including
text editors, a variety of languages, debugging facilities and an excellent staff to
assist us in complicated problems related to the SUMEX system or one of its
supported pieces of software.

Our personnel will become involved, as they have in the past, with
structural problems related to research inmy group or in the groups of our
collaborators. Many of these problems will require chemical and spectroscopic data
to be obtained at Stanford or elsewhere. Any costs associated with collection of
these data will be borne by the individual research groups. However, it is
important to note that Stanford has well-equipped chemical and spectroscopic
laboratories in the Chemistry Department which will enable collection of high
quality data in support of these structural studies.
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F COLLABORATIVE ARRANGEMENTS.

The proposed improvements to our structure elucidation programs will, in

addition, create the possibility of new biomedical applications which make use of

existing methods and programs. We propose to promote these new applications via

collaborative arrangements.

Collaboration with Prof. David Cowburn.

A very likely application for CONGEN enhanced with a conformation generator

would be to the field of conformational analysis. This is the problem of

determining the conformation of a structure with known constitution and

configuration and is a general problem in describing the structures of molecules.

The description of the conformation(s) of molecules of biological origin or of those

possessing biological activity is of considerable importance in establishing more

clearly the relationship of structure to function in the actions of drugs,hormones,

and neurotransmitters on their natural receptors, the mechanism of enzyme action,

and the rational design of new drugs. We propose to develop this application by

collaboration with Professor David Cowourn and his coworkers at the Rockefeller

University in New York. Professor Cowburn is actively engaged in determining

peptide conformations using principally nuclear magnetic resonance studies of

specifically designed and synthesized isotopic isomers of peptide hormones. These

studies use the stable isotopes - deuterium, carbon-13, and nitrogen-15 [91]. Dr.

Cowourn now has an account at SUMEX and would use the program remotely, at least at

first. It is hoped that an effective collaboration can be developed in which Dr.

Cowourn will investigate techniques for effectively rejecting chemically

unreasonable conformations as they are generated. Those strategies that may be

generally useful will then beadapted for CONGEN and incorporated. These techniques

will be related either to general considerations(e.g. insufficient degrees of

freedom for cyclization of a particular ring system, froma partially generated

conformational state) or to the specific molecules being examined (e.g.

restrictions stemming from experimental data such as nmr vicinal coupling constants

). Some research using small programs outside CONGEN would be expected to be useful

in investigating this area, and some possible techniques are outlined in Dr.

Cowourn☂s letter (pp. - ).  CONGEN equipped with a conformation generator,
would likely be useful to Prof. Cowburn☂s research in at least three ways:

1) The program would be able to generate all the possible conformations for

a given problem with input constraints based on NMR couplings. Such a

generation is a difficult task for,e.g, compounds containing large rings. The

value of CONGEN would be to provide assurance of exhaustion and to explicitly
construct all the possibilities.

2) The program would be able to generate all possible isotopic isomers for

a given constitution and configuration. if a pruning technique was available,
then the generated list would be extremely useful to Dr. Cowburn in considering
the strategies of synthesis and nmr experimentation. The avoidance of

particularly costly or time consuming steps is of considerable importance in

that experimental work.

3) In conjunction with the spectral interpretation and planning modules

proposed, CONGEN may be able to generate strategies for patterns of enrichment

or for nmr experiments which are optimum for conformational determination. Some
additional programming would probably be necessary to accomplish this.
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Since our proposed conformation generator will output structures with
internal (torsional angle) coordinates, it is possible to obtain further information

about these structures by doing quantum mechanical energy calculations. By

developing a link to these methods, the usefulness of CONGEN should be considerably

increased. Since a great deal of work has been done by others on such methods it is

not necessary for our group to develop programs of this kind. Instead we propose to
develop this link by collaborating with Prof. Gilda Loew and her group in the Dept.
of Genetics at Stanford Medical School. Professor Loew's work has involved the use
of semi-empirical quantum mechanical energy calculations to derive structure-
activity for a variety of drug tyoes [92]. The first step in such a collaboration

would be to construct the interface necessary to link the CONGEN output structures
with the input for the PCILO (Perturbation Configuration Interaction using Localized

Orbitals) program. This program requires as input, structures with internal

coordinates. This will be the form of the output from the proposed conformation
generator with an assumption of bond lengths and angles. Once this link has been
made then we see at least two areas where CONGEN might be helpful to Professor

Loew's ongoing research.

Collaboration with Prof. Gilda Loew.

1) It will be possible to generate systematically variants of a structure
with respect to its constitution, configuration, and conformation. Each such
structure would then be given to PCILO for an energy calculation, the results of
which are used to help explain potency variations [92]. The advantage of using
CONGEN in this way is that an exhaustive generation can be guaranteed which
assures no possibilities are overlooked.

2) Professor Loew has been considering the conformational variations caused
by the intercalation of ethidium into nucleic acids [93]. The observed
stability of such intercalated structures has been related to conformational
changes in parts of the DNA structure, in particular, the sugar moieties. The
application of CONGEN to such a study would again be a systematic variation of
possibilities with particular emphasis on the more difficult cyclic structures.

GUEST Access.

We currently provide access to new users of our programs via the GUEST
account at SUMEX. In addition, we have provided GUEST access to several of our
recent workshop participants. A list of these participants appears in our annual
report (Appendix I). We receive many inquiries about our programs and access to
them, far in excess of the current capacity at SUMEX. A list of persons to whom
such access has been granted in the past year appears in our annual report (Appendix
I). More recent inquiries have been received from (and GUEST access given to):

Prof. Glenn D. Prestwich
Dept. of Chemistry
State University of New York at Stony Brook
Stony Brook, New York 11794

Dr. Andrew Stuper
RCG Group
Rohm and Haas -
Norristown and McKean Roads
Springhouse, Pa. 19477

Prof. E. F. Domino
Department of Pharmacology
M6322 Medical Sciences Building
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48199 32
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Prof. John D. Roberts

Div. of Chem. and Chem. Engr.
Calif. Inst. of Tech.
Pasadena, Calif. 91125
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Dr. J. Nourse

Department of Chemistry
Stanford University
Stanford, California 94305

Dear Dr. Nourse:

GENERATION OF CONFORMATIONS BY CONGEN

In the past, you and the other members of the Dendral group at Stanford have

produced a unique tool for assisting chemists in the interpretation of data,

principally in the area of organic structure determination. This tool, the

program CONGEN, has recently been augmented by your inclusion of configuration
in the descriptive quantities that the program can accept and process.

The possible extension of CONGEN to include conformational values is then the

next logical step in the development of this system. In addition to the
potential uses of conformer generations in the area of organic structure

determination - e.g. inclusion of structural constraints based on experimental
observations from NMR or Mass Spectrometric studies, such a program would be of

considerable use as a research tool in the applications of conformational analysis
in a number of areas. The program would be very useful in exhaustively and
precisely defining conformational states in small molecules. In larger molecules

(molecular weight >300) the description of standard states (Dunitz 72) and the

conformational features associated with certain kinds of rings or regularly

repeating substructure are areas of active and significant research endeavor

(e.g. [Anet 78], [Dale 75], [Cremer 75}). For polymers, particularly biopolymers,
the assumption that a somewhat irregular structure (e.g. a protein) can be

described by the cataloguing of standard conformational states associated with
the substructures has been widely made ([Desantis 65], [Zimmerman 77]). This
assumption has been tested to some degree in a few highly - resolved crystal
structures. It has not been tested widely with respect to structures in solution,

or to those dynamic structures interconverting relatively rapidly. Such struc-
tures, and their analysis, are of very considerable importance in understanding
more thoroughly the structure/function relationships of hormones, neurotransmitters

and drugs.

It is probable that an enhanced CONGEN could be a very effective tool in these

developing fields, for several purposes. For a set of standard states, the program

will be able to completely generate all the possible combinations of the conformers
of the substructures. This is of considerable importance when a number of rather
different substructures are considered in any one molecule, where the permutational

task is not straightforward. The powerful features of CONGEN in creating positive

and negative conditions for an allowed structure during its generation will provide

an exceptionally sound base for testing selections of standard conformational states,
for generating a restricted list of possible conformers, and for investigating
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conformational classes in sets of related molecules.

The enhanced CONGEN would be useful to our research in all the above ways.

I hope that during the period of introducing these enhancements, it will be
possible for us to cooperate and collaborate in testing various algorithms

that might be incorporated into the final product. These algorithms include
various standard modules concerning generation of cartesian coordinates, forced
cyclization of coordinates of end groups in rings systems, empirical energy
calculations, etc., and modules concerning less well known problems. In this

latter area, we are particularly interested in developing techniques for effec-
tively reducing the number of produced conformers during a constrained genera-

tion. Methods for doing this may be of a quite general nature. For example,
a technique for selection based on the ability of a growning structure to

correctly refold to permit cyclization has been described [Dirkx 79]. Exact
descriptions for certain regular rings are also possible [Cremer 75]. These

pruning techniques may, alternatively, be quite specific to the structure under

consideration, e.g. incorporation of known conformational features, or restrictions

based on maxima or minima for certain interatomic distances, or restrictions of

torsion angles based on predicted effects or specific neighboring groups.

We look forward to being able to pursue this area of research with you, while
specifically applying these techniques to the studies of the dynamic conforma-

tions of peptide hormones currently under investigation here. The people

associated with this research here include Professors William C. Agosta, and

David H. Live, Mr. William Wittbold, and myself. Our research in this area
is supported by NIH AM-20357.

Sincerely,

ed Gribir
DC:mmh David Cowburn

Associate Professor
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The undersigned agrees to accept responsibility for the scientific and
technical conduct. of the research project and for provision of required progress
reports if a grant is awarded as the result of this application.

G PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR ASSURANCE

oy
☜4♥

Date Principal Investigator
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1 Objectives

l.l Overall Objectives

This progress report covers the second year of our three year
grant on computer applications in chemistry, with particular emphasis
on techniques of computer-assisted structure elucidation and
applications of these techniques to problems of biomolecular structure
characterization. ☁To meet this primary objective we have focussed our
attention on development of interactive computer programs which are
designed to act as chemists☝ assistants in exploration of the potential
Structures for unknown compounds. These programs take into account
structural information derived from a variety of sources including both
physical and chemical methods. We are focussing our research on those
aspects of structural analysis which are most difficult to perform
manually. We are extending the interpretive power of these programs to
enable them to draw meaningful structural conclusions from chemical
data. To meet these objectives we are developing a series of computer
programs, described in more detail below, which emulate several
important aspects of manual approaches to structure elucidation, We are
applying these programs to structural problems in our own laboratories
and laboratories of others including utilization of the mass
Spectrometry resource supported under This grant for structural
assignment based on mass spectral data.

In order to promote dissemination of the results of our research
to the biomedical community, we are developing methods for better
access tO our programs, including both remote access to the SUMEX
resource via nationwide computer networks and exportable versions of
important programs including just recently the CONGEN program discussed
below.

1.2 Goals for Current Year

- Our goals for the current year included thefollowing:

i) develop and test an exportable version of the
CONGEN program and begin investigation of actual
export;

ii) develop: CCNGEN to utilize techniques of
constraint interpretation developed in year 1 and to
incorporate other features useful in structure
elucidation (see below);
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1ii) promote resource sharing utilizing SUMEX,
through export of programs and through workshops held
at Stanford:

iv) interface the stereochemistry package to
CONGEN and provide useful output of the STEREO program
to

v) the chemist; under Meta-DENDRAL, explore
automated rule formation for both mass and *~C spectra,
and use such rules to predict spectra and rank
candidate structures for an unknown compound based on
agreement between predicted and observed spectral
properties;

vi) to develop approaches to automated examination
of large numbers of candidate structures to aid in
experiment planning;

vil) apply the REACT program to investigation of
biosynthetic pathways in the marine sterol field;

viil) develop a program for detection of
structural similarities in a set of diverse structures;

ix) exploit the high resolution, combined gas
chromatography/mass spectrometry system for
identification of new natural products.

We have met these goals during the past year, although the methods
used and the programs which resulted reflect some changes in emphasis
based on requirements of our own applications and those of outside
persons using the programs. We have endeavored to place our emphasis
on those aspects of the computational methods which were required for
certain key structural problems AND which appeared to be of sufficient
generality to warrant including inthe programs for future use by other
persons. Our approaches to experiment ovlanning, use of
stereochemistry, definition of aromaticity and mass spectral prediction
and ranking all reflect such exposure to real problems and the results
represent what we think are generally useful solutions.
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2 STUDIES and RESULTS

2.1 CONGEN
 

2.1.1 Exportable CONGEN

2.1.1.1 Reprogramming CONGEN

Our previous annual report discussed preliminary development of
some portions of CONGEN in the BCPL programming language, specifically
the structure generation algorithm. This early experience showed BCPL
to be a compact and efficient language containing all of the basic
features needed for the full reprogramming effort. Continued
development has produced a version of CONGEN in BCPL which contains
nearly all of the features of the INTERLISP/SAIL/FORTRAN version. ☁The
primary exception is the perception of aromaticity, and this feature is
currently being implemented. The BCPL version has the following
advantages over the previous one;

a) It requires less than 16% as much computer
memory, due partly to the more compact coding and
partly to the use of an overlay structure;

b) It uses about 2-5 times less computer time on
typical cases than the most  highly-tuned (block
compiled) previous version of CONGEN;

c) The redesigned front-end provides significantly
more error checking, a simpler and more flexible input
format, and a more thorough "help" facility;

d) It can easily deal with problems an order of
magnitude larger.

e) It is exportable to a variety of different
computers.

2.1.1.2 Overlay structure

As portions of CONGEN were developed in BCPL, estimates of its
eventual size could be made and it became obvious that the entire
program would occupy a somewhat larger amount of memory than is usually
available at many installations (on the order of 180-208 K words, still
much smaller than the roughly 450 K words needed by the prior version).
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Because the processing in CCNGEN falls naturally into several
independent activities (generating intermediate structures, imbedding,
defining substructures, etc.), the program .can easily be broken into
separate overlay segments which need to communicate only relatively
small amounts of information. In the interest of transportability,
though, it was decided not to rely upon the overlay mechanism provided
by any particular operating system or language. The safest approach ~
seemed to be to divide the overall program into completely independent,
separately runnable modules capable of starting one another and
communicating with one another via disk files. The drawback of this
approach is that there may be a significant overhead in creating and
reading files, and in switching from one module to another. But
because all information needed to describe a CONGEN session is
Maintained on file, the program is unusually robust; even if an error
causes the program to crash, CONGEN can simply be restarted and it will
restore the complete environment which existed before the erroneous
command was issued. Also, a particular operating system may offer some
means of accomplishing overlays efficiently, and by interfacing the
modules through a small control program, it should be possible to take
advantage of such facilities. Under TENEX on the PDP-19, for example,
a program may control a large number of forks (independent virtual
address spaces) .each containing a separate program. We have
successfully interfaced the CCNGEN modules through a small fork-
manipulating program so that the overhead of starting a particular
module is paid only once for each CCONGEN session.

☁The current CONGEN is composed of eight modules, the largest of
which occupies about 46 K words of memory and the rest of which fall in
the range 15-36 K words. We are exploring ways of reducing the size of
this largest module (SURVEY - see below) to bring it into this range
also. The modules and their functions are as follows:

a) CONGEN (35 K) - Main control module, user
interaction, error checking;

6b) EDITS (19 K) - User interaction for defining

substructures;

c) GENERA (26 K) - Generation of intermediate
structures;

d) PRUNE (15 K) - Elimination of structures based
on structural features;

e) IMBED (36 K) - Expansion of superatoms in
intermediate structures;

£) DRAW (26 K) - Output of structural drawings to
the users terminal;
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